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 Lawrence Ferlinghetti as an artist has 

always seen himself as an enemy of the state 

(Waters). After witnessing the bombed-out 

ruins of Nagasaki during his time in the US 

military in World War II, Ferlinghetti 

politically developed as a critic of American 

politics and societal materialism in the post-

war years (Farnsworth). In the face of this 

society of militarism and conformity in the 

mid to late 20th century, Ferlinghetti and his 

contemporaries were active in speaking out 

against its socially conservative ways of 

thought. By examining his painting, The Birds, and his writings, one can see an argument for a 

greater connection to and realization of spirit and place within the natural world. In this way, 

Ferlinghetti’s The Birds, through the lens of his writing, is relevant to modern environmentalism. 

Ferlinghetti’s voicing of ideas is still relevant today as it provides a philosophical perspective 

and a foundation from which to address many issues related to accelerating man-made climate 

change. While Ferlinghetti’s political activism may have already reached many people, his 

writings, paintings, and ideas can continue to inform schools of thought dedicated to 

(Fig. 1) The Birds, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, 1958 
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restructuring humanity’s relation to the environment through protests, criticism, and alternative 

lifestyles. 

The painting (fig. 1) depicts a kneeling female figure in profile facing right. She is 

shrouded in a grey fog, with a white, minimal, quite ghostly outline of a bird on her knees. The 

two figures balance each other purposefully, and the title implying multiple birds leads one to 

believe these figures are connected. The human figure itself is without arms or defined legs past 

the knee, colored mostly in a silhouette of green with a faint yellow outline and red coloring 

where hair would be. The green colors, however, are encroached upon by a dark shade of reddish 

brown in the lower back region and in the legs. Towards the center of the work there is a much 

lighter white glow between the figure and the bird.  

The Birds itself provides commentary on the relation of human beings to the natural 

world and the state of the human individual in modern society. This assertion is supported by 

Ferlinghetti’s declaration that all works of art should be “subversive,” as he sees artists as 

necessary political and social commentators (Waters 5). The bird being transparent with a white 

outline does two things. First is it establishes a ghostly symbol for the presence of the natural 

world, conveying a sense of lostness about life outside of humanity. This reflects the continuing 

death of the environment and a human connection to it as a result of industrial development and 

the processes of civilization, represented by the grey cloud surrounding the scene. The next thing 

it does however is act as almost a counterbalancing symbol of hope for the continual of this type 

of natural existence. Its presence in a way illustrates that it could return. The harmony and 

equalization of the two figures also hints at a kinship and connection with the bird that can be 

further enlightened by his poetry. I see two key observations contained in their relatedness, the 

first stemming from the title of the painting itself. The painting is called The Birds, implying a 
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multiplicity of birds, leading one to assume the human figure is more illuminated and 

emphasized. On the part of the figure, this reinforces the dearth of ability to deliberately act or 

“fly away” as a bird could. The title implies that the two figures should be similar in this way, 

that they should both be free, but they are not. The ability of the figure to “sing” is more 

ambiguous. There is a yellow line denoting presence of a mouth, yet it is closed and does not 

resemble an ordinary human mouth. This means it lacks communicate in the way that birds do, 

as well as poeticize in the “singing” manner in which Ferlinghetti does (Poetry as…). In a poetic 

letter to Beat colleagues from the early 1960s, Ferlinghetti describes a “green smoke of pure 

humanity” that can be seen in the painting as the green natural essence within the figure (“Letter 

to...”). Ferlinghetti may have also represented a fleeting realization of a Buddhist “enlightened” 

and clear state of mind in his painting with the glow of light near the figure. 

What is important to my reading of the painting is Ferlinghetti’s background as a key 

figure in the Beat Generation and San Francisco Renaissance of the mid-twentieth century when 

this object was created. Ferlinghetti rose to fame and prominence partially as the co-founder and 

head publisher of City Lights Books when he published Allen Ginsberg’s “Howl” (Farnsworth). 

Ferlinghetti also became a staple of American avant-garde poetics with his own poems, most 

notably the collection A Coney Island of the Mind, released in the same year as The Birds was 

painted. His position as a poet-painter, however, is said to be deeply rooted in a “rich tradition of 

Asian culture” and Chinese and Japanese calligrapher-poets such as Yosa Buson and Matsuo 

Basho (Laundauer). In the introduction to Scattered Poems, Kerouac even quotes Ferlinghetti’s 

description of their orally-based poetics while connecting their collective poetic project to the 

“mental discipline” and works of Basho and Buson (Kerouac, Scattered Poems 1). An important 

part of the Zen mindset and mental discipline of writers like Basho—also discontent with his 
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own society-- is the idea of being “one with nature” and trying to “adequately evoke nature” in 

art to channel the “lightness” with which they see the world (Stryk 10-11). 

Throughout this piece of art and his writings, there is an argument in favor of a more 

natural, simple, and grounded non-conformist way 

of life. This vision held by Ferlinghetti and many 

of his peers often overlaps ideologically with 

environmentalism in the face of modern society. 

What they have in common is a moral and 

subjective questioning of prevailing societal ways 

of living and how they relate to the natural world 

outside of materialist civilization. Ferlinghetti 

defines this civilization as “technocratic” and lost 

in artificial contraptions and human-focused ideas 

of nations (Poetry as… 89). His assessment, and 

the assessment of many other Beat writers was 

summarized in Allen Ginsberg’s “Howl,” a polemical poem that Ferlinghetti borrowed from for 

his own painting entitled “The Howl” (The Howl). This painting (fig. 2) shows his agreement 

with Ginsberg, and provides a perspective on the society that The Birds comments on. This 

commentary reveals the need to break away from the perceived negative qualities of civilization 

and live more naturally. 

The ideas of The Birds can be further illuminated by examining his collection of poetry 

Coney Island of the Mind that was published the same year The Birds was painted. In this 

collection lies one of the most important connections between Ferlinghetti’s painting and his 

(Fig. 2) The Howl, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, 2002/2013. 
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poetry, as the symbol of the bird is utilized extensively in both (Landauer). In Poem 6 of Coney 

Island, “where no birds sang” is repeated continuously (Coney Island 13-14). Birds are 

referenced in only their absence, pointing to a “spiritless void” around the city scene he sketches 

(Laundauer). His anarchist ideas surface in his obvious critique of the church as a hollow 

institution, describing “one young priest/who was propping up the statue/with all his arguments” 

to show its illegitimacy (Coney Island 14). A virgin figure is also described as having “a bird’s 

nest/in a very existential place” and “singing to herself” (Coney Island 14). The symbol of the 

“bird’s nest” described in relation to the virgin figure again connects his conceptions of birds to 

humanity. This also hints at a purity of the individual compared to institutions that are removed 

from both true humanity and nature. Here the virgin also embodies the non-conformist ideals that 

Ferlinghetti and the Beats cultivated and expounded as the basis for their alternative lifestyles, as 

she is the lone figure singing and extricating herself from the “spiritless void.” Being outside of 

this spiritless void is in turn dissociating from industrial society that encroaches upon and--in the 

words of Beat writer Gary Snyder— “feeds” upon the natural landscape for “cancerous 

mechanisms” (“Buddhist Anarchism). 

These alternative lifestyles sometimes modelled themselves philosophically after ancient 

Chinese and Japanese Buddhist mindsets. Here it is of note that Back Roads to Far Places is 

Ferlinghetti’s Basho-influenced vision of a simpler, journeying Zen life. The mindset described 

in the book favored significantly less attachment to worldly possessions, in the way traveler-

poets like Basho, Thoreau, and Whitman to an extent lived. Ferlinghetti expresses this by 

focusing mostly on how the natural world reflects his view of the immaterial in Back Roads to 

Far Places. Ferlinghetti’s sympathies with Buddhist beliefs also arise in his poem “A Buddha in 

the Woodpile” where he suggests that Buddhist ideals should be more widely prevalent in 
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America society. He makes the case that a “shred” of this thinking could have prevented the 

deaths referenced in the poem (“Buddha in…”). In this poem he critiques what he sees as an 

inhumane society that needs to be redressed in a new consciousness and awareness akin to 

Buddhism. In Back Roads to Far Places this mindset is especially present as he says “O listen to 

the sound of the sea my son/There is a fish in us who hears the ocean’s long withdrawing 

Om/And echoes it” (Back Roads…). This establishes a relationship and oneness he feels is 

shared with other living beings, similar to the balance of the human figure and the bird in 

Ferlinghetti’s painting.  

The idea of natural kinship and Buddhist “oneness” with all living things help connects 

Ferlinghetti’s mindset to environmental ideas. This argument for balance with the natural world 

is ensconced in the painting and his writings, and is directly against what he sees as a hollow 

society devoid of natural essence. While traveling in Big Sur in 1961, he describes in a detailed 

journal entry his natural surroundings while meditating. In one of these experiences he ponders 

and describes a piece of grass, from which he comes to a realization of “revolt and you shall 

live?” (“Travel Journals” 5). This experience from his illustrates that Ferlinghetti sees the natural 

world as something from which humanity can learn and derive meaning. This falls in line with 

the tenets of environmental ethics, which values the ethical and moral reasons for environmental 

preservation (Shapshay 1). In the Birds this idea can be seen again in the harmony of the figure 

and the bird, as they are almost attentive to each other and undeniably connected. This also 

clearly illustrates his anarchist and revolutionary philosophical streaks that form his rejection of 

America conformist society writ large, represented in the painting by the grey fog. Ferlinghetti’s 

alignment with environmental ethics is not surprising, as he again thinks that all art should be 

subversive and therefore have ethical or moral meaning. In the journal he then details how he 
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desires to be without nonessential possessions and travel to India (Ferlinghetti, “Travel Journals” 

5). His description of wind passing “thru [him], over the hills” then represents the desired one-

ness with the landscape to which this voluntary nonmaterialism aims (“Travel Journals” 5). 

This living only with the essentials outside of consumerist society has American roots in 

thinkers such as Thoreau, who broke away from impersonal and stifling city life (Plotica 11). 

Ferlinghetti’s words many decades later as Poet Laureate of San Francisco echo this sentiment, 

as he derides the gentrification overtaking San Francisco and the attack on the “subjective life of 

the individual […] by all the forces of materialist civilization” (“Poetry and City Culture”). This 

attack can be seen by the seepage of brown into the green natural essence of the figure in The 

Birds, mirroring the loss of physical life on part of the transparent, ghostly bird. 

The idea of living away from cities and centers of pollution have gained more 

prominence. These ideas of acting for social and planetary benefit have also inspired a new 

American “off-the-grid” movement (McMillan). Ferlinghetti echoes this in his travel journal, 

pining to journey to India with only his essentials. His poem “Overpopulation” from the 

Whitman-inspired Starting from San Francisco also calls for a similar back-to-the-soil approach 

often expounded by contemporaries such as Gary Snyder. In “Overpopulation,” Ferlinghetti 

upholds a more “earthy” type of human love found by crafting a new primitive society “rid of 

modern civilization’s artificial imposition” on humanity (Hopkins 13). Ferlinghetti thinks that 

artificial impositions and institutions devalue genuine human love and natural connections. This 

idea again has moral applications useful for environmentalist thought, as he makes the case a 

deeper kind of existence, in tune to the natural world like The Birds, can be found in 

environmentalist living.  
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The idea of environmentalist living and thinking then raises logistical questions. One 

review commenting on modern environmental aesthetics and environmental ethics concludes by 

illuminating the “desirability of shaping human and cultural aesthetic preferences in order to 

bring them into harmony with environmentalist aims and policies,” and its authors comment on 

the importance of artists in this (Shapshay 6). Ferlinghetti’s works are relevant to this, as he and 

some of his contemporaries sought to reframe and reshape the collective consciousness with 

meditation. Ferlinghetti’s travel journal argues that “the habit of a lifetime is easily broken” as he 

meditates, illuminating in his eyes how these practices can liberate people from the grey fog of 

unfulfilling life, thereby reshaping these cultural preferences (“Travel Journals” 5). In a journal 

piece—one explicitly mentioned in the letter by Ferlinghetti for the journal he later edits— Gary 

Snyder outlines how Buddhist meditation works to liberate individuals from societal barriers to 

transform collective consciousness (Snyder). Ferlinghetti’s “Buddha in the Woodpile” overlaps 

somewhat with this as he points to the potential power of alternative ways of constructing and 

viewing society to find a more spiritually fulfilling and natural way of living. 

In this way, these streams of thought from Ferlinghetti and contemporaries such as 

Snyder can be used to inspire and create new sustainable living lifestyles. Research has shown 

that “decades after the Beat Generation’s experiment with meditation,” that a link between 

mindful meditation, environmentally sustainable behavior, and subjective well-being can be 

statistically observed (Jacob et al. 17). The credit of the Beat Generation as being integral in 

spreading meditation, and that meditation can be useful for environmental living, illustrates that 

Ferlinghetti and the Beats are relevant to modern environmentalism.  

In addition to these sustainable-living methods, many have turned to protests and civil 

disobedience in the tradition of Thoreau and others, as recent climate strikes have taken place on 
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a “global level” (Vaughan). Here as well, Ferlinghetti’s activism and criticisms of political 

institutions also is able to influence protest-minded schools of thought. Mass climate gatherings 

can sometimes echo the monumental Human Be-In of 1967 at which Ginsberg and Ferlinghetti 

were major presenters (Weiss). The recent actions of activists such as Greta Thunberg have also 

shed light on how much government inaction and corporate lobbying has contributed to climate 

change (Vaughan). In this way, Ferlinghetti’s words of “get the old man out [and] let the child 

come forth” in the letter to his colleagues have materialized (“Letter to…”).   

 This potential for a transformed consciousness and different way of looking at the world 

is what is important and lasting about these writers and their works of art. Ferlinghetti and his 

contemporaries used older ideas of writers such Basho, and Thoreau to craft an alternative vision 

of society favoring more sustainable and—in their eyes—more spiritually fulfilling ways of 

living. These ways of living and questioning human constructs can be relevant in assessing 

humanity’s place in the world and ways of living due to the effects of climate change. 

Questioning artificial constructs that support pollution can be an important step in ending man-

made climate change. Writers such as Ferlinghetti and Snyder also importantly illustrate that 

nature itself can be communicative in ethical and moral ways to keep us grounded in what is real 

and natural. Ferlinghetti’s painting and works remind us this world still exists, can connect with 

human consciousness, and that “it is the singing bird that makes us happy” (Poetry as… 89). 
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